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Russ Yershon has been studying and
betting on the NFL for over a decade and
last year on this NFL service returned
followers of his selections a nice profit,
which included an ante-post 6/1 winner,
plus a Super Bowl winner at 2/1. 

Russ’ dedication has seen him take in
most of the London games and he barely
misses an episode of Red Zone on Sky
Sports each Sunday throughout the
season. His input has also been featured
on major TV channels Bloomberg and
Reuters. 
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Welcome back guys!
 

Here are my first ante-post
bets for the new NFL

season.

2022/23 Season
Preview and Tips



Team Totals
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Buffalo Bills Over 11 Wins @ 5/6 with Betfair): 1.5pts

The Bills recorded 11 wins last season, and with off season
improvements, they can go at least one better this time. Quarter
back Josh Allen is improving each season and with a new
offensive coordinator, the Bills offence can compete at the top
of the AFC once more. 

Jamison Crowder is added to the receiver core and with plenty
of talent on offer for the mobile Allen, points can come freely to
the Bills. Defensively they should be better than last year too,
meaning Allen gets more time on the field to put up plenty of
scores.



The Chicago Bulls are going through a transitional period and
after trading line backer Khalil Mack, the loss of the quality he
brought to the team will have a big impact. At quarter back
Justin Fields didn’t impress last season and, with a weak
protection and lack of top talent in the wide receiving unit, it
could be a very long season for him and the Bears. 

With a new coaching set up, they could surprise a few, but the
likelihood is that they won’t be able to compete against the very
best plus, in the division they are in, the competition will be
strong, and wins will be hard to come by.

For The New York Giants, Daniel Jones isn’t a good quarter back
and will most likely struggle again this season. With not enough
protection, and a lack of a top running back as well as receiving
core, it will likely be a long season for the G-Men. Defensively,
New York Giants can perform at a good level, but if you’re not
scoring enough, it won’t matter. The New York Giants won four
times last season and I don’t see them getting many more wins
this year to breach the over/under line. 
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Double: Chicago Bears (Under 6.5 Wins) and New York

Giants (Under 7.5 Wins) @ 7/5 with BetWay: 1.5pts 



NFL Specials: SkyBet
Request a Bet: To
Make/Miss The Play-offs
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To Make the Play-Offs: Eagles, Packers, Chargers

and Bengals @ 5/1 with SkyBet: 1pt

I like this multiple bet on these four teams to make the play-offs. 

Philadelphia Eagles have improved on last year’s squad with
notable offensive and defensive talent. Jalen Hurts can improve
at quarter back and with Miles Sanders as top running back,
there are multiple options to choose from. Goedert is a top tight
end and one of the players to watch this season. With the
Commanders and Giants in their division, the Eagles can either
win the group, or at least secure enough wins to get into the
play-offs.

Green Bay Packers have Aaron Rodgers in the can for another
season and he can help the Packers gain entry into the play-offs
once more. With a loss in the top receiving core, Rodgers will
have to produce more magic, but he has the capability of doing
so. In a weak division, they should have enough to qualify.

LA Chargers are a team who have the capability of going really
well this season. Justin Herbert is a quarter back on the up and,
with a top wide receiving core including Allen and Williams,
scoring points will not be an issue. 
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They must improve in defense and have made strides in doing
so by securing Mack from the Bears. An improvement in that
area can help LA Chargers secure enough wins to make the
play-offs.

Finally, we have last season’s Super Bowl runners up, Cincinnati
Bengals. They will have a target on their back following the
successes in the play-offs but with Chase set to thrive again as
wide receiver and a good home crowd to get them going they
should do well, especially if Joe Burrow repeats how he finished
last season and performs to a very high standard. The division is
tough, but with the Steelers and Browns adding new quarter
backs to their roster, the Bengals and Ravens should fight it out
for the division, with both likely to make the play-offs.

Russ will be back with more ante-post bets before the season
gets underway on September 8th. 

Once the season is underway, there will also be free weekly
analysis and tips via The Snap Telegram group. You can join it by
clicking this link.

https://t.me/+VctVbzoLma8xMmJh
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